Abstract
Introduction

19
The naïve ray-tracing algorithm involves the tracing of single rays 20 through every object in the scene database to determine the inter-21 section nearest to the ray origin [Appel 1968 tion from N objects to log N [Glassner 1989 ]. Up to 60% of total 25 rendering time is spent traversing these acceleration data structures 26 [Benthin 2006 ]. The simple tracing of single rays through an ac-27 celeration data structure, such as the kD-tree or Bounding Volume
28
Hierarchy, which we refer to as "mono-tracing", was first improved 29 upon by traversing multiple rays at once [Havran and Bittner 2000] . trace them through the acceleration data structure simultaneously.
34
Highly coherent ray packets will tend to traverse the tree in the same 
Entry Points
52
It is possible that a ray proxy frustum may traverse the tree and end 53 up wholly in a single leaf. For example, when traversing a kD-tree, 54 the ray proxy frustum may not overlap any splitting planes. As the 55 frustum serves as a proxy for any rays in the frustum, logically, any 56 one of these rays traversing the kD-tree will end up in the same 57 single leaf. Therefore, as we know the ray will end up in a specific 58 leaf, there is no need to traverse the tree at all. We may simply 59 intersect the ray with any objects in the leaf. We therefore say that 60 the traversal algorithm enters the tree at that leaf node. The leaf 61 node is our entry point into the tree.
62
The above illustrates an extreme case where the ray proxy frustum 63 does not overlap any split planes and hence no other leaf nodes so 64 that the entry point is at a leaf node, requiring no traversal. In a case 65 where the ray proxy frustum overlaps two leaf nodes containing 66 objects, both children of a common parent, the entry point is the 67 parent node as rays inside the ray proxy frustum may terminate in 68 either node. If one of the leaf nodes contained no objects we may 69 safely ignore it as no intersections will occur in that leaf. The entry 70 point is then the other leaf node.
71
Expanded to the general case, we define the entry point as:
72
"the common ancestor node in the tree of all leaves that contain 73 objects overlapped fully or partially by the ray proxy frustum" 
Entry Point Search
75
MLRTA is implemented using the following procedure:
76
• Prepare a stack data structure capable of holding kD-tree 77 nodes and the corresponding AABB of the node in the 78 kD-tree together in a single stack element. This is termed the 79 bifurcation stack.
80
81
• Starting at the root node, begin traversing the kD-tree with 82 the ray proxy frustum.
83
84
• If the ray proxy frustum must traverse both children of the 85 current node, the current node and current AABB are pushed 86 onto the bifurcation stack.
87
88
• The kD-tree is traversed using the ray proxy frustum until the 89 first occupied leaf is found. We define the best entry point as the node which the minimum number of traversal steps are necessary for all in the rays in the proxy frustum to reach a leaf node containing objects.
2 A binary tree in which all leaf nodes are at the same depth.
of the acceleration data structure by rays which the frustum prox- candidate node be tested in turn.
180
The candidate list/bifurcation stack is populated by a root to leaf traversal of a tree with n nodes, therefore it will contain at least tains an occupied leaf overlapped by the ray proxy frustum.
222
If so, return the current entry point. The AABB stored with 223 the entry point is also returned for kD-tree traversal. 
(b) A visualisation of the leaf nodes formed by a kD-tree compiler using a termination criterion of a maximum of 2 triangles per leaf. Also shown is an example ray proxy frustum that enters the scene from the left, penetrating leaf node 2, but missing the triangles in the leaf. The ray proxy frustum continues on, finally penetrating two triangles in leaf node 9. (c) A layout of the kD-tree compiled in (b).
Comparison with MLRTA
242
We begin our comparisons of AEPSA to MLRTA by considering 
is popped and marked as a potential entry point. Node 1 is then popped and investigated. As a traversal from 1 to 4 finds an occupied leaf, the candidate entry point is now 1. Node 0 is then popped. A traversal from node 0 passes through node 2 to an occupied leaf at 5. Node 0 is then marked as the candidate entry point. As the stack is now empty the current entry point 0 is returned. (b) AESPA: a traversal from the root node 0 to the first occupied overlapped leaf 3 adds the nodes [0,1,3] to the candidate queue. The first entry (and highest in the tree) 0 is investigated and a traversal from 0 to leaf 5 yields an occupied overlapped leaf. Node 0 is returned as the entry point.
candidate (the tree root node) in the candidate queue. At this point,
259
AEPSA will return the root node as the entry point after a single 260 log N traversal. 
Evaluation
294
We collect the following data on a per-scene basis for both MLRTA These averages are calculated from all ray proxy frustums used in 304 the scene. In the event that a ray proxy frustum penetrates the scene 305 fully without intersecting any objects, we count this ray proxy frus-306 tum as having entered the scene at the average depth. 
Implementation Details
308
Our real-time ray-tracer employs SIMD packet tracing [Wald et al. 
317
All results are generated on a dual Intel Xeon E5335 at 2.00GHz.
318
We render to a 512 x 512 viewport with a single light source located 
Test Scenes
322
In order to fully test AEPSA, our test suite consists of 14 scenes 323 with discrete triangle counts ranging from 240 to over 1 million.
324
The scenes differ in complexity and form. Several of them (the acteristics. Four of these scenes are illustrated in Figure 1 . In ad-329 dition to this, we provide statistics for the kD-trees generated from 330 these scenes in Table 1 .
331
Results
332
We will now discuss the results obtained using our method. ing speed using AEPSA of up to 36% over packet-tracing and a
355
speedup of up to 18% over MLRTA (see Figure 7) . 
